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CHAPTER XVL 

The Tumult in Human Hearts. 
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PREDICTS A TOOTHLESS AGE 

British Doctor Gives Out Opinion 
That Soft Foods Are Working 

Havoc With the Race, 

What our dentists have from time to 
time been saying has been at last ak 
en up by a London doctor, namely, 
that our teeth are less solidly set in 

the jaws than they should be for the 
reason that clvilization encourages us 
to eat soft foods. “Biting Is becoming 
a lost art,” says this British doctor, 
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“The surest way to save your teeth 

from extinction is to bite hard sub | 
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CHAPTER XVII. 
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Ran for His Life. 

What 

What 

the telegraph 

answered Caroline in a low 

What did she do vhere? 
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us that 
were 

t not sufficiently exercised: that we do 
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| 88 did the early Jdritishers. He notes 
| that wiedom teeth, owing to the gon. 
| oral narrowness of the jaws, are cut 

at all manner of times, and tolls of a 
| man of fifty-two who had just eut a 
| wisdom tooth owing to the removal of 
| other molars which at last allowed it 
| to show itself above the gum. 
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For Young Mothers, 
In the literary columns of a oon- 
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Modern ‘Student, 
“How about your geometry? | want 

you to do something in that” “Well. 
tv's this way, father. Unless | make 
a certain percentage in football, they 
wot let me take the geometry at 
all.” 

oscil 

recently on Horary: catnogue  blun. 
{ ders and mistakes made in ordering 
| books by their titles. 

Only one of the lustances seems 
really new. It fs the case of a small 
boy who collects moths and was in 
search of a text book on the subject. 

| After studying the catalogue of the 
{ local library for some time he ap 
plied for ahd obtained a book which, 
he thought, would be the very thing 

i he wanted. 
It was "Dr. Blank's Advice to 

Young Mothers!"”— Pearson's Weekly. 
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